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“Feel the epic power
as the spirit of classic
rock comes alive.”
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Rock United Founders 
Greg Mangus & Sandy Gennaro
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THE SPIRIT OF CLASSIC ROCK

Paint a picture of a classic rock show in your mind. Lighters raised to the
sky, electricity in the air as the beams of light start to fill the stage.
Anticipation rises, as the fervor of the crowd comes to life. Suddenly, you
feel an adrenaline rush, as a power chord cuts through the night and
transports you back in time. 

ROCK UNITED brings a supercharged, bombastic, live show from the
first note to the encore!

Not only are these stellar musicians flying the flag of rock, but they’ve
lived it! On drums, Sandy Gennaro's thunderous beat has graced stages
all around the world with superstars such as Joan Jett, Pat Travers,
Johnny Winter, The Monkees, Bo Diddley and Cyndi Lauper.

On bass guitar, Lee Beverly is best know for backing classic rock legend
Eddie Money for 19 years, not to mention Edgar Winter, Starship and
Gary Wright.

On guitars, Ricky Dover Jr. channels a mix of Jimmy Page, and Ronnie
Wood, while Josh Dutiot, who’s worked with members of Motley Crue,
Cinderella, Aerosmith and Halestorm presents his amazing technical
prowess.  Working in tandem, as a team, these two fiery professionals
ignite the classic double guitar attack of ROCK UNITED.

Hosting the rock party is the phenomenal and dynamic singer Greg
Mangus, recently considered as a replacement for lead singer Brian
Johnson of AC/DC. Greg has been heard in movie soundtracks & TV
themes, such as the NFL on CBS, and is a successful songwriter. 

He has been fronting rock bands for over 40 years and brings his
swagger, tailored sophistication, and razor sharp vocals to top the
pinnacle of ROCK UNITED. 
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GREG MANGUS (The Singer)
Hosting the rock party is the phenomenal and dynamic singer Greg Mangus.
Greg has been heard in movie soundtracks & TV themes, such as the NFL on
CBS, and is a successful songwriter. He has worked with funk and soul legends
Cameo and the New York City swingsters, Set’em Up Joe and was recently
considered as a replacement for lead singer Brian Johnson of AC/DC. Greg has
been fronting rock bands for over 40 years and brings his swagger, tailored
sophistication, and razor sharp vocals to top the pinnacle of ROCK UNITED.

SANDY GENNARO (Drums) 
Sandy Gennaro is a world-class drummer who has recorded/toured with
several globally known artists including four members of the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame during a career that spans 56 years and continues today. Artists such
as Joan Jett, Cyndi Lauper, The Monkees, Bo Diddley, Benny Mardones,
Johnny Winter, Robin Gibb, Montrose, Mark Farner, and The Pat Travers Band
have all been supported by Sandy’s relentless groove. Led Zeppelin's attorney,
Steve Weiss, once called Sandy “The American John Bonham.” 

Sandy is not only a drumming legend but is an international motivational
speaker and author. He has helped businesses and student bodies create a
thriving culture as a launching pad for heightened success in business,
relationships, and life. He incorporates his unforgettable behind-the-scenes
stories to drive home his proven concepts to create Rockstar Performances 
in every arena. He has been awarded The Vistage Top Speaker Performer
Award 2022. Sandy’s book “BEAT THE ODDS IN BUSINESS AND LIFE” helps
readers understand the principles of a successful and fulfilled business and
personal life. 

LEE BEVERLY (Bass) 
Lee is best known for his 19 years backing Classic Rock Legend Eddie Money.
This multi instrumentalist toured with Starship, Sara Evan’s, Edgar Winter and
Gary Wright. Fans of General Hospital will recognize Lee from his stint on the
show playing bass behind Wally Kurth and Ricky Martin as part of Kurth and
Taylor and the Idol Rich. 

RICKY DOVER JR. (Guitar) 
Channeling Jimmy Page and Ronnie Wood, Ricky stays busy with live shows,
national tours and recording sessions. He is best known for his work with 
Tuk Smith and The Restless Hearts, Gyasi and Jason Ringenberg, 
Ricky is proudly plays Rotosound Strings, HiTone Amplification 
and Daredevil Pedals. 

JOSH DUTIOT (Guitar) Josh is a guitarist/producer who 
studied at the prestigious Musicians Institute of Technology 
in L.A. He moved to Nashville in 2010 and joined the hard 
rock outfit East Side Gamblers. Josh has worked with 
members of Motley Crue, Cinderella, Aerosmith, Halestorm 
and many others. He brings a cool vibe and technical 
prowess to the sound of ROCK UNITED.


